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Purpose: To provide a biomechanical framework to better understand the postsurgical
optomechanical behavior of the cornea after ring implantation.

Methods: Calibrated in silico models were used to determine the corneal shape and
stresses after ring implantation. Aftermechanical simulations, geometric ray-tracingwas
used to determine the change in spherical equivalent. The effect of the surgical proce-
dure, circadian variation of intraocular pressure, or the biomechanical weakening intro-
duced by keratoconus (KC) were evaluated for each intrastromal ring.

Results:Models predicted the postsurgical optomechanical response of the cornea at a
population level. The localized mechanical effect of the additional intrastromal volume
introduced by the implants (size and diameter) drives the postsurgical corneal response.
However, central corneal stresses did not increase more than 50%, and thus implants
did not strengthen the cornea globally. Because of the biomechanical weakening intro-
duced by laser pocketing, continuous implants in a pocket resulted in higher refrac-
tive corrections and in the relaxation of the anterior stroma, which could slow down KC
progression. Implants canmove within the stroma, acting as a dynamic pivot point that
modifies corneal kinematics andflattens the corneal center. Changes in stromalmechan-
ical properties did not impact on refraction for normal or pathological corneas.

Conclusions: Implants do not stiffen the cornea but create a local bulkening effect
that regularizes the corneal shape by modifying corneal kinematics without canceling
corneal motion.

Translational Relevance: In silico models can help to understand corneal biome-
chanics, to plan patient-specific interventions, or to create biomechanically driven
nomograms.

Introduction

Intrastromal ring segments (IRS or ICRS) or
intrastromal continuous rings (ICR) are small
polymeric devices that are introduced in the corneal
stroma to regularize the corneal surface and correct
high refractive errors. This technique was originally
introduced to treat patients suffering from kerato-
conus (KC),1 but it was extended to other indications,
such as marginal pellucid degenerations,2 post-LASIK
ectasia,3 and high myopia, in which laser refrac-
tive correction is not possible.4 Three main types of

rings are now on the market: continuous rings (e.g.,
MyoRing, Dioptex GmbH), almost continuous ring
segments covering an arc with a central angle between
320° and 355° (e.g., Keraring, Mediphacos, Belo
Horizonte, Brazil), and IRS that cover angles below
210° and can be placed by pairs depending on the
classification of the cone and amount of correction
(e.g., Ferrara, Ophthalmic Ltd.; or Intacs, Addition
Technology Inc.). Beside their difference in angular
coverage, the existing systems differ by the design of
their cross-section and diameter. Nomograms based on
morphological parameters, such as the central corneal
curvature, minimum corneal thickness,5,6 or the KC
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classification,7 are used to plan the intervention and
select the appropriate implant.

Surgical outcomes are characterized by a high
variability,8 thus controlling the postoperative biome-
chanics is a challenging issue, although several
authors4,5,9,10 reported that the smaller refractive
correction owing to the larger diameter is not in
contrast with the other observed effects. For example,
the shape and size of the cross-section of the implant,
its diameter and arc length (in the case of IRS), as
well as its implantation position affect the postsurgi-
cal shape of the cornea and the respective refractive
correction. Also, mechanical factors, such as intraoc-
ular pressure (IOP) and tissue biomechanics, play a
role and should be accounted for when designing a
nomogram.4,5,7

The implantation depth is one of the surgical
parameters that was evaluated clinically. The recom-
mended implantation depth is 75% to 80% of the
stromal thickness. Hashemi et al.11 stressed that for
IRS there was an optimal range of stromal depth
between 60% and 79% for which the refractive correc-
tion was maximal, whereas any other implantation
depth had a low impact on the topographic outcomes.
Barbara et al.12 pointed out that the actual inser-
tion depth observed in patients treated with IRS was
shallower (∼60%) than the intended insertion depth
(∼80%). This observation could be partly explained by
the local variation of corneal thickness, whereas the
surgical incision remains at a constant distance from
the anterior surface but highlighted the difficulty of
comparing and interpret existing clinical data. This
20% mismatch in implantation depth or the uncon-
trolled postsurgical rotation of the implant within the
stroma13 could impact the refractive outcomes.

Unlike the placement of ring segments inside
an intrastromal tunnel, continuous rings require a
complete intrastromal pocket,14–16 which has impor-
tant consequences on the mechanical stability after
treatment as the pocket cuts a large surface of the
cornea that can include both normal and pathological
tissues.17 Despite providing a higher refractive correc-
tion than ring segments, the mechanical impact of the
intrastromal pocket remains unclear as it cannot be
quantified in clinics. To estimate the mechanical impact
of this treatment, Daxer18 used the Laplace equation
to calculate the strengthening corneal factor (SFC),
a mechanical marker based on the ratio between the
Cauchy stress (σ ) in the corneal tissue before and after
the ring implantation (SFC = σBefore / σAfter). Using
this simple approach, he estimated an SFC of 2 to
3 for continuous rings and an SFC of ∼1 for ring
segments. In his opinion, this difference was explained
by the fact that continuous rings restricted the corneal

movement acting as an auxiliary limbus, which was
not the case for ring segments. Based on this calcula-
tion, Daxer suggested that continuous rings were able
to introduce a corneal strengthening that should avoid
the progression of KC, whereas ring segments would
not, as other clinical studies pointed out.19–21 Never-
theless, other authors outlined the need for additional
evidence to confirm this claim.22

Clinical studies showed that these implants regular-
ized the corneal surface and provided a notice-
able correction even for high myopia (>6 diopters
[D]). However, planning the surgery to achieve a
specific refractive outcome remains challenging.10 The
mechanical principle underlying this treatment remains
poorly understood and is difficult to extract only from
clinical studies.8 As clinical studies often present mixed
populations with different degrees of myopia, KC
severity, or implant typology, it is not possible to isolate
the contribution of each parameter on the refractive
outcomes. In addition, mechanical properties of the
cornea play an important role in the procedure but,
unfortunately, it is not possible to characterize corneal
biomechanics in vivo with current clinical devices. In
silico models have been proposed to study the inser-
tion of intrastromal rings,9,23–26 however, to the best
of our knowledge, no study systematically reported the
individual contribution of the implant geometry, the
surgical and mechanical parameters on the postsurgi-
cal refractive outcomes.

In the present study, we use a calibrated in silico
model to understand the mechanical response of the
cornea to the treatment and to estimate how differ-
ent geometric and biomechanical parameters affect the
refractive outcomes. Our hypothesis is that implants do
not induce a corneal strengthening (change in stresses)
but a local mechanical effect, which is a combination of
the added volume and the position of the implant with
respect to the corneal center, which modifies corneal
kinematics and regularizes the corneal surface without
introducing a great change in the central stromal
stresses. More peripheral implants should have a lower
impact on refraction as the localized mechanical effect
will dissipate before reaching the corneal center.

Methods

In Silico Model of Intrastromal Corneal Rings
Surgery

A normal cornea was modeled as a spherical dome
with a symmetry of revolution around the optical axis
(Y-axis, Fig. 1a.1). This geometric description is suffi-
cient to capture the average curvature at the corneal
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the in silicomodels used in this study. (a) Symmetry of themodel for different ring typologies. Y-axis
is the axis of revolution (optical axis); (b, c) in silicomodels for implants in pocket: segments (gIRS) and continuous (gICRT); (d) in silicomodel
for implants in pocket (MyoRing and gICRP); (e) implant’s cross-section: generic and MyoRing.
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Table 1. Presurgical Morphological Description of the In Silico Models

Case Cone Radius [mm] CCT [μm] Kmean [D] AL [mm] SPS [mm] SE [D]

High myopia – 550 45 26.5 4 −9.4
KC0.5 0.5 436 50 26.5 4 −11.1
KC1 1.0 503 50 26.5 4 −11.9
KC1.5 1.5 528 50 26.5 4 −11.5

CCT, central corneal thickness; Kmean, average central keratometry; AL, axial length; SPS, scotopic pupil size; SE, spherical
equivalent.

center (Kmean) and the overall defocus of the optical
system (Zernike coefficient, Z0

2 and spherical equiva-
lent [SE]). For the sake of simplicity, only corneas with
central KC were considered to preserve the symme-
try of revolution even if they are exceptional cases in
clinics. Four different corneal topologies were consid-
ered in this study: one cornea with high myopia and
three pathological corneas with a central KC of differ-
ent severity. The mechanical properties of the cornea
corresponded to those of a normal tissue except in the
region of the cone, described by the radius of extension
of the disease (between 0.5 and 1.5 mm), in which the
tissue was modeled with weaker properties to represent
the pathologic tissue (Table 1).

Generic implants with an elliptical cross-section
were used instead of commercial rings to focus on
studying size and diameter of the implants. Still,
dimensions and volumes of the generic implants were
similar to those of their analogous commercial rings
(Fig. 1e and Supplementary Tables S1–S3). Three
different typologies were considered: generic intrastro-
mal continuous rings implanted in a pocket (gICRP;
analogue to MyoRing), generic intrastromal continu-
ous ring implanted in a tunnel (gICRT; analogue to a
355°Keraring), and 2 symmetric 150° generic intrastro-
mal ring segments (gIRS; analogue to Intacs/Ferrara
inserts). Pocketing procedure was assumed to be
performedwith a femtosecond laser generating stromal
bubbles with a size between 1 and 5 μm.27 The diame-
ter of the intrastromal pocket (�Pocket) was set to 8 mm
and its thickness (TPocket) to 5 μm4. The diameter of
the intrastromal tunnel (�Tunnel) varies to match the
implanted segment. For all configurations, the implan-
tation depth varied between 55% and 75% of the
stromal thickness (see Table 2 for more details on the
simulated scenarios).

In silico models were built in Abaqus (Dassault
Systèmes, France) using the finite element (FE)
method. This modeling approach allows the calcula-
tion of the complexmechanical interaction between the
corneal tissue and the implants placed in the stromal
bed. Taking advantage of the symmetry for the differ-
ent ring typologies (Fig. 1a.2), the in silico model

of the cornea can be reduced to a symmetric model,
saving computational resources and time. For IRS, the
cornea was reduced to a three-dimensional symmet-
ric quarter model by applying appropriate symme-
try boundary conditions. For continuous rings, the
symmetry of revolution around the visual axis was
exploited to simulate the full corneal response by using
a simple two-dimensional section (Fig. 1a.2). A physio-
logical IOP of 15 mm Hg was set as loading condition
in the posterior surface of the cornea. Corneal tissue
was prestretched to its nominal IOP by using an itera-
tive algorithm.28,29 After pressurization of the cornea,
the elements of the pocket (respectively tunnel) were
removed, the stroma separated using a simulated surgi-
cal tool, and the implants lodged in the corneal stroma
either in a pocket or a tunnel (Figs. 1b–1d, and Supple-
mentary Fig. S1).

The stroma of the cornea with high myopia was
considered as a normal tissue, whereas KC presented
a central area (�KC) with degenerated mechanical
properties. Although cornea is highly anisotropic
owing to the collagen fiber distribution,30,31 it is
not possible to introduce the distribution of corneal
collagen fibers in an axisymmetric model. A Yeoh
isotropic hyperelastic strain energy function32 was used
to simulate the mechanical behavior of the corneal
stroma. Further information regarding the in silico
model (mesh, material model, or boundary conditions)
can be found in the Supplementary Figure S1.

Optical and Mechanical Analysis

The analysis of the results of the in silico models
was done using the following optical parameters: the
average curvature of the central cornea (Kmean) and
the SE. Kmean was calculated using the concept of
simulated keratometry33 in which only the refraction
of the central part of the anterior cornea is used:

Kmean (D) = n − 1
R

where n = 1.3375 is the keratometric index of the
cornea, R is the radius of curvature (in meters) of the
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sphere that best fits of the anterior corneal surface in a
diameter of 3 mm around its center.

The wavefront error of the optical systemwas calcu-
lated using an in-house ray tracing algorithm34 and
fitted using Zernike polynomials35 to calculate the
SE,36

SE (D) = −4
√
3 · Z0

2
r20

where Z0
2 (μm) is the Zernike coefficient corresponding

to the defocus and r0(mm) is the radius of the exit pupil
of the optical system.

The mechanical analysis of the cornea was inspired
by the concept of corneal strengthening factor (SFC)
introduced by Daxer.18 In this study, a generalized
three-dimensional distribution of the local strength-
ening factor (SFC3D) was used rather than a single
value describing the global behavior of the implant,
which allows us to quantify the mechanical effect of
ring implantation. In short, the SFC3D was defined as
the ratio of an equivalent stress at the centroid of each
FE, after (σ post

SFC) and before (σ pre
SFC) the insertion of the

implants:

σSFC =
√
(σ1 − σ2)2 + (σ1 − σ3)2 + (σ2 − σ3)2

SFC3D = σ
post
SFC

σ
pre
SFC

where σ i are the maximum principal stresses in direc-
tions (i = 1,2,3). Therefore SFC3D >1 implies an
increased stress in the stroma after implantation,
whereas SFC3D <1 corresponds to a relaxation of the
corneal stroma.

The probability of corneal stiffening —p(SFC3D ≥
�)— was derived from SFC3D as a quantification of
the overall increase of corneal stresses. p(SFC3D ≥ �)
measures the volume of corneal tissue that presents a
postsurgical strengthening factor above a given thresh-
old �. For example, p(SFC3D ≥ 2) reports the volume
of corneal tissue with a postsurgical stress two times
higher than in the presurgical configuration.

Model Calibration and Validation

MyoRing simulations were performed to calibrate
the numerical model against clinical data, and to
provide a numerical benchmark to compare generic
implants. Tissue properties of the numerical model
were calibrated using clinical data available for two
eyes of the same patient treated for high myopia using
a MyoRing of 280-μm thick and 5 mm in diame-
ter, which were implanted inside an 8-mm intrastro-

mal pocket.4 The average changes in the central curva-
ture, δKmean, were 4.9 and 4.8 D for the right and
left eye, respectively. Presurgical in silico models were
built for both eyes and the mechanical properties
of the corneal stroma were adjusted using an itera-
tive optimization procedure until the postsurgical in
silico outcomes matched the clinical data.34 Optimal
mechanical properties were determined when, for both
eyes, the Kmean obtained numerically matched the clini-
cal measurement with a precision below the resolution
of clinical topographers (±0.25 D).

After calibration of the mechanical behavior on
these two eyes, the behavior of the in silico model
was verified using retrospective data obtained on 15
patients treated with MyoRing for high myopia.10 A
virtual cohort of patients with high myopia (SE: 10 ±
2 D) was created using the following population data:
central corneal thickness (CCT) (525± 31 μm),37 Kmean
(44.5± 1.5D), axial length (26± 1mm),37 and anterior
chamber depth (3.3 ± 0.42 mm).38 Each virtual patient
received a 280-μm MyoRing with a diameter of 5 mm,
and the change in SE (δSE) was used to compare the
predictions of the numerical model with the published
clinical data.

Mechanical properties for the pathological tissue
were calibrated using a similar optimization procedure
to the one introduced by Kling and Marcos9 in which
the normal mechanical properties were reduced by a
factor F of up to 100. Starting from a normal in silico
model (Kmean: 45 D), a tissue weakening was intro-
duced in the region �KC of the predefined KC. The
mechanical properties of the weakening were iteratively
modified until the Kmean for the KC reached a typical
value of 50 D.39,40 The material properties for the cone
were accepted once the calibration error was below
±0.25 D.

In Silico Scenarios

Seven scenarios were designed to assess the effects
of (1) ring design and positioning (scenarios #1–#4
in Table 2), and (2) the biomechanical environment
(scenarios #5–#7 in Table 2). First, the geometric
parameters of the intrastromal rings and the surgical
procedure were studied, such as the individual effect
of the implantation depth (scenario #1), diameter of
the ring (scenario #2), and the size of its cross-section
(scenario #3). Also, the rotation of the ring after
surgery was studied for different manufacturing angles
of the cross-section (scenario #4). These evaluations
were performed on a cornea having a high myopia.
Continuous rings inserted in a tunnel and in a pocket,
as well as ring segments inserted in a tunnel were
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Table 3. Material Parameters for Normal and Pathological Tissue

Topology Tissue EP [kPa] C10 [kPa] C20 [kPa] C30 [kPa]

High myopia Normal 214 (100%) 35.5 3.2 1.9
KC0.5 Severe weakness 14 (7%) 2.1 0.2 0.1
KC1 Mild weakness 65 (30%) 10.7 1.0 0.6
KC1.5 Low weakness 118 (55%) 19.5 1.8 1.0

KC presents different degree of tissue weakening depending on the affected area of the cornea (�KC). EP: tangent modulus
at the physiological prestretch; C10, C20, C30: parameters of Yeoh material model. Compressibility of the cornea, Dk, was set to
10−5 (MPa−1) to model a nearly incompressible tissue.

studied. The second set of scenarios focused on the
effect of the biomechanical environment on the surgi-
cal outcomes. Specifically, we studied the effect of the
circadian variation of IOP (scenario #5), the stress
increase after ring implantation (scenario #6), and the
impact of tissue mechanical properties (scenario #7)
on the optical and mechanical outcomes of the proce-
dure. In particular, the scenario #7 compared the effect
of the treatment between normal mechanical proper-
ties found in myopic cases with pathologic properties
found in KC corneas.

Results

In Silico Model Validation

The properties describing the mechanical behavior
of normal corneas sustaining MyoRing implantation
were identified on two eyes. The iterative approach
used to identify the mechanical properties describing
the pathologic was able to reproduce the morphologic
alteration observed inKC patients. TheKmean obtained
at the end of the identification was 50D, and the identi-
fied properties resulted in an important reduction of
the stiffness of the tissue9,42 (Table 3). The tangent
modulus at the corneal prestretch (EP) was used to
provide an estimate and compare the biomechanical
response of the tissue in the different cases.43

The assessment of the predicting power of this
model conducted on a cohort of patients with high
myopia showed that the numerical model was able to
predict the change in SE measured on patients treated
withMyoRing,10 with an overall prediction error below
0.6 D (Fig. 2).

Ring Design and Position

Depending on the selected surgical technique, the
change in surgical spherical equivalent (δSE)was driven
by a different set of factors. For implants in intrastro-
mal tunnel (gIRS, gICRT), the size and diameter of

Figure 2. Validation of in silicomodel. In silicomodels (red) predict
the change in SE (δSE) observed clinically (blue).10

the implant were the most important factors affect-
ing δSE, whereas the intrastromal implantation depth
did not affect when implanted following clinical recom-
mendations (blue and orange lines in Figs. 3a, 3c). The
amount of correction ranged between 1 and 3.5 D
(Figs. 3b, 3c) when individually increasing the size or
decreasing the diameter of the implant. For implants
inserted in intrastromal pocket (gICRP), all the param-
eters contributed to the change in refraction. A 20%
variation in depth would have a noticeable impact on
visual acuity of up to 5 D (Fig. 3a). δSE decreased for
larger ring diameters with a change of up to−4Dwhen
the diameter of the implant increased from 5 to 7 mm
(Fig. 3b). δSE increased for bigger diameters with a
change up to +6 D (Fig. 3c).

Once the influence of the intrastromal depth is
ruled out by selecting the surgical technique, the size
and diameter of the implant remain as the most
important parameters controlling the refraction. For a
given implantation depth of 75% of the stromal thick-
ness, Figure 4 represents a generic nomogram in which
δSE can be determined based on the surgical procedure
and different combinations of implant size and diame-
ter. There are regions in which the δSE can be kept
constant by nonlinearly increasing (resp. decreasing)
the size of the cross-section, whereas increasing (resp.
decreasing) the diameter or, i.e., the distance from the
local effect of the ring to the corneal center where the
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Figure 3. Main individual effect of design and positioning on the change in SE (δSE) between pre- and postsurgical corneas (scenarios
#1–#3). (a) Influence of intrastromal depth of implantation on δSE; (b) influence of the diameter of the implant on δSE; (c) influence of the
size of the implant on δSE. Results are reported for gIRS (in orange) and generic continuous ring in tunnel (gICRT in red), and in a pocket
(gICRP in blue). Results for the MyoRing (dashed green) are reported for comparison purposes.

refraction occurs. Care must be taken as this nonlin-
ear correlation includes factors such as the IOP or the
mechanical properties of the stroma. Although trends
were similar for all the typologies, implants in tunnel
were able to achieve only up to half of the correction
achieved with continuous rings in pocket. In our case,
this higher refractive correction can only be associated
to the mechanical effect of the intrastromal pocket.

The postsurgical rotation of the ring (αS) was
mainly determined by themanufacturing angle (αM) of
the ring’s cross-section (Fig. 5). The highest postsur-
gical rotation was close to 20° when the ring was
designed without consideration for the corneal curva-
ture (αM = 0°). Cross-sections with a manufacturing
angle that was tangential to the curvature of the poste-
rior corneal surface (αM ∼25°) presented a postsurgi-
cal rotation close to zero. These results indicate that
a threshold at approximately 25° determines whether
the ring would rotate toward the corneal center (αM
<25°) or toward the periphery (αM >25°). Postsurgi-
cal intrastromal rotation of the implant could induce
between 1 and 2 D of uncontrolled refractive correc-
tion.

Effect of Corneal Biomechanics

A circadian variation of IOP of ±20% around
the baseline of 15 mm Hg41 induced a physiological
radial displacement in the surroundings of the implant
for the presurgical cornea whose vertical component
(i.e., vertical displacement) was approximately 40 μm.
Right after laser pocketing, the cornea was mechani-
cally weaker due to tissue vaporization and experienced

a 50% increase in vertical displacement (∼60 μm) at
the same location, which decreased to a 25% (∼50 μm)
after continuous ring implantation regardless of
whether it was implanted in pocket or tunnel (gICRP
and gICRT). The vertical displacement of continuous
rings occurred simultaneously with a radial expansion
of the cornea under the variation of IOP. As continu-
ous implants are much stiffer than the cornea and can
only displace in vertical direction, gICRP experienced
a tangential sliding of 30 μm inside the pocket due to
this corneal radial expansion (not present for gICRT
implanted in tunnel).

Circadian corneal kinematics further impacted
visual perception. Attending to the amount of refrac-
tive error induced by 1 mm Hg increment (δSE/δIOP),
normal corneas presented refractive stability against
IOP variations (0.03D/mmHg). Because of the corneal
weakening derived from the pocketing procedure, this
ratio increased up to 0.2 D/mm Hg. Right after ring
implantation, ratios increased up to 0.67 D/mm Hg
for gICRT and up to 0.83 D/mm Hg for gICRP. Daily
variations of IOP induced a similar displacement in the
region of the implantation, either there was implant
or not, but the refractive error was greatly affected in
corneas with implants.

Mechanically, corneas did not present a dramatic
increment on stromal stresses at the corneal center
after ring implantation, but just a slight relaxation
in a small volume of tissue for gICRP implantations
(SFC ∼0.9). The three-dimensional distribution of the
corneal strengthening factor (SFC3D) outlined that the
main stiffening effect occurred in the surroundings of
the implant, whereas the center of the cornea did
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Figure 4. Effect of the interaction between size and diameter of the implant on the change in SE (δSE) between pre- and postsurgical
corneas (scenarios #2–#3). Simulations combined different ring sizes (150, 200, and 350 μm) and diameters (5, 6, and 7 mm) for a given
intrastromal depth of 75% of the stromal thickness. gICRT: generic intrastromal continuous tunnel; gICRP: generic intrastromal continuous
ring in pocket; gIRS: generic intrastromal ring segment. Dashed contour lines represent increments of +0.5 D.

not present a strengthening greater than 1.5 (Fig. 6).
Moreover, the likelihood of finding corneal strength-
ening factors greater than 2 at the central cornea
was almost nonexistent for all typologies (gICRT and
gICRP in Fig. 6; gIRS in Supplementary Fig. S2).
Accounting for the diminished mechanical properties
in KC did not affect the SFC3D, nor the probability
of finding strengthening values higher than 2. Corneal
strengthening values for the rest of the combinations
are provided as Supplementary material (Supplemen-
tary Table S4).

The intrastromal pocket introduced a discontinu-
ity in the Cauchy stress distribution of the cornea
that resulted in higher stresses in the posterior stroma,
whereas the anterior stroma slightly relaxed (max.
∼10% relaxation). Such discontinuity was even more
noticeable when the pathological weakening of a KC
was present (Fig. 6). When a gICRT was implanted,

the SFC3D gradient at the corneal center was smooth
and mostly homogeneous through the corneal cross-
section even if a biomechanical discontinuity such a
central KC was present. In any case, the SFC3D at the
center never exceeded 1.5, even for themost severe cone
(Supplementary Table S4), which indicates that the pre-
and postsurgical stress distribution was only slightly
affected by the ring implantation at the corneal center.

Trends for the correction of the SE (δSE) were
not sensitive to the change in biomechanical proper-
ties of the tissue or the extension of the disease, and
therefore the refractive correction for each simulated
patient was similar (Fig. 7). Changing the ring design
and position introduced similar refractive changes for
normal and pathological corneas. As outlined previ-
ously (Fig. 3), changing the diameter of the implant
from 5 to 6 mm introduced a constant shift in
δSE (∼2 D for gICRP; ∼3 D for gICRT). A change
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Figure 5. Postsurgical rotation (αS) of gIRS depending on the
manufacturing angle (αM) of the cross-section (scenario #4). Cross-
sections were oriented according to manufacturing angles of 0°,
12.5°, 25.9°, and 37.5°. Positive rotations turn gIRS toward the limbus,
whereas negative rotations turn gIRS toward the corneal center.

in the shape of the cross-section from elliptical to
MyoRing introduced a constant shift of approximately
0.75 D.

For both high myopia and KC, continuous rings
introduced a fairly constant δSE between 10 and
11.5 D, which corrected the presurgical SE with a
maximum error of 0.6 D for high myopia (SE, −9.4 D)
and of 0.8 D for KC (SE,−11.9 D for KC1.0). However,
ring implantation in tunnel fell short of the targeted
SE by 50% (5-mm diameter) and 100% (6-mm diame-
ter), presenting a refractive correction that was mostly
constant across changes in mechanical properties and
extension of the disease.

Discussion

An in silico model of the cornea was used to study
corneal mechanics after intrastromal ring implantation
and to analyze the individual impact of the implant
design and surgical parameters on the optical and
biomechanical outcomes of the procedure, which is not
directly possible in clinical practice. We hypothesized
that implants do not strengthen the cornea globally
but introduce a localized mechanical deformation that
regularizes the corneal surface by adding volume to the
stroma. The correction achieved by the implantation
therefore depends on the amount of added volume and
the distance from the corneal center at which they are
implanted.

In silico simulations showed that the stress in the
stroma was mostly modified in the surroundings of the
implant with little to no impact on the level of mechan-
ical stress in the central region of the cornea. This fact
implies that the improvement of the optical outcomes
does not result from an overall strengthening of the
stromal tissue, but from localized mechanical deforma-
tions. The low dependence of the change in SE to varia-
tions of the mechanical properties of the stroma, even
for the large reduction on the mechanical properties
used to simulate the different KC cases, supported this
finding.

In addition, considering that an implant only
modifies the stress in the vicinity of its implantation,
the change in the corneal shape does not result from a
general stretching of the tissue but it is rather a conse-
quence of the increased volume associated with it. Our
results showed that the surface regularization induced
by this bulkening effect is associated with a change
of the optical properties, which is stronger when the
ring is placed close to the corneal center and to the
anterior surface, as well as for larger ring heights. Our
hypothesis is also supported by clinical nomograms4,5,7
in which the amount of correction is controlled by
the appropriate selection of the ring thickness and
diameter. In particular, simulations showed refraction
changes of approximately 1.5 D per mm increase in
diameter and 0.05 D per μm increase in thickness.

The main difference between surgical techniques is
related to the presence of a pocket. Unlike intrastro-
mal tunnels, cutting a pocket across the corneal stroma
induces a discontinuity in the stress distribution, which
limits the transmission of shear stresses across the cut
interface and reduces the apparent corneal stiffness
(Fig. 8). This reduced load-bearing capability makes
the cornea more compliant, and therefore present-
ing less resistance to the bulkening effect induced by
the implant, which allows to achieve higher refractive
corrections. Although from a mechanical standpoint
the corneal center is barely affected by the treatment, if
we assume that KC growth is triggered by an increased
level of stress in the tissue and that it develops anteri-
orly, our results suggest that only intrastromal pocket-
ing could have the potential of limiting KC progression
as stress would relax in the anterior stroma.

The presence of the intrastromal implants also
modified the physiological kinematical response of the
cornea. Our results showed that although a normal
cornea would not present a noticeable change in refrac-
tion due to circadian variations in IOP (0.03 D/mm
Hg), corneas with an implant would present a modified
kinematics that would introduce a great change in
refraction (0.8 D/mm Hg). This behavior is a direct
consequence of the rigidity of the implant that restricts
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Figure 6. Spatial distribution of corneal strengthening factor (SFC3D). SFC3D after implantation of generic intrastromal continuous ring in
tunnel (gICRT, top) and a generic intrastromal continuous ring in pocket (gICRP, bottom). The overall mechanical strengthening is similar for
the high myopic cases (left) and for the pathological cases that have weakened mechanical properties in the central cornea (right).

the physiological radial and circumferential displace-
ments (Fig. 8). In the surroundings of continuous
implants, and because their diameter remains constant,
changes in IOP will no longer deform the cornea in
radial direction but in vertical direction. For implants
in intrastromal pockets, a possible stromal sliding
might occur depending on the friction between the ring
and the stroma. Thus the overall spherical shape of the
cornea cannot be preserved resulting in a straighten-
ing of the peripheral region of the tissue and a flatten-
ing of its central part. In this context, the implant
acts as a dynamic pivot that can move and rotate
within the corneal stroma modifying corneal kinemat-
ics.However, it is important to note that the ring cannot
be considered as an auxiliary limbus because it moves
during circadian variation of the pressure, even if this
motion is restricted along the visual axis.

At a population level, our calibrated in silico model
was able to predict the refractive correction in high-
myopic patients with MyoRing. Also, optical results
for generic rings were in good agreement with differ-

ent clinical studies in which little difference between
healthy and keratoconic outcomes at a population
level was reported.5,8,10,17,44,45 Unfortunately, clinical
studies often report mixed ring typologies, corneal
geometries, and degrees of pathology, and therefore
results for keratoconic corneas would require of an in
silico population study to fully support this conclusion.

The size of the cross-section and the diameter of the
implant regulated the amount of refractive correction
as reported by many authors. Recommended intrastro-
mal implantation depths are close to the posterior
corneal surface (∼70%), which creates an uneven distri-
bution of tissue above and below the implant that
stabilizes it. For ring segments implanted within an
optimal clinical range (60%–79%), refractive correction
did not vary with implantation depth as reported by
Hashemi et al.11 For continuous implants in pocket,
our results suggest that the refractive correction could
increase up to approximately 100% if implants were
to be placed at shallower depths (∼50%) instead of at
deeper depths, which could be one of the reasons why
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Figure 7. Impact of the stromal biomechanical properties on refractive outcomes after continuous ring implantation (diameter of the
implant of 5 and 6mm, 75% depth, and 300 μm size). The change in SE (δSE) was calculated for different severity of KC (KC0.5, KC1, and KC1.5),
as well as a reference cornea with high-myopia. Results for the MyoRing (dashed green) are reported for comparison purposes.

Figure 8. Diagram of corneal kinematics andmechanics after ring implantation (based on FE simulations). (Corneal mechanics, left) Physi-
ological prestretch of the cornea due to IOP induces amembrane stress with a homogeneous distribution of stromal stress. gICRT increased
the corneal stress and slightly thinned the cornea. gICRP increased the stress in the posterior stroma but relaxed it in the anterior stroma,
and slightly thinned the cornea. Bulkening effect (pushing the corneal stroma, gray) created an uneven stress distribution above and below
the implant. Stromal pocket introduced a shear stress discontinuity at the interface. (Corneal kinematics, right) Limbus acts as a fixed pivot
point (no displacement) around which the cornea can adapt to balancemechanical changes. An intrastromal implant introduces a dynamic
pivot (it can move andmay rotate) that changes the physiological corneal kinematics by modifying how the stroma can adapt and move in
its surroundings. As a result, cornea flattens. However, this effect is local and loses strength when the implant is located far from the corneal
center.

MyoRing is advised to be placed at 300 μmwith respect
to the anterior surface.18 Postsurgical rotation of ring
segments in the stroma was driven by the manufac-
turing angle of the cross-section (αM). Implants that
were tangent to the curvature of the posterior corneal

surface (αM ∼26°) presented higher stability. Because
of the local stress distribution, the overstressed corneal
stroma results in forces and angular momentum on the
implant, which will tend to rotate inside the cornea, as
reported by Ibares-Frías et al.13
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Mechanically, our results showed that implants
did not result in a remarkable change of stresses at
the corneal center, which is not in agreement with
current literature. Daxer18 suggested that continu-
ous rings should act as an auxiliary limbus that
constraints and strengthens the cornea by limiting
its movement. However, his initial approach used the
Laplace equation, which disregarded complex physics
(e.g., the interaction between the implant and the
stroma, or the stress distribution in corneal thick-
ness) and characterized the mechanical behavior of the
whole cornea as a single ratio between the diameter of
the cornea and the diameter of the implant. Our results
showed that the level of stress at the corneal center
remains close to presurgical values with strengthen-
ing values of less than 1.5, and that the ring could
move along with the corneal stroma even if it modifies
corneal kinematics.

To the best of our knowledge, few in silico studies
introduced actual solid implants on the stroma and
they only addressed continuous rings using axisym-
metric simulations.9,24,26 All mechanical models were
isotropic hyperelastic and, some of them, neglected
the corneal prestretch owing to the IOP.9,24 Kahn
and Shiakolas,24 Ebrahimian et al.,26 and Kling and
Marcos9 came to the conclusion that for the smallest
diameters, implants could change refraction approx-
imately 10 D for KC and 12 D for normal corneas,
whereas for the largest optical zones implants were
not effective (0.5 D). All these numerical results are in
good agreement with the results provided in the present
study.

Although our in silico model was able to repro-
duce the clinical data described in a small cohort
study, it is not exempt of limitations. The main limita-
tion is that the geometry of the model is based on
an idealized spherical representation of the cornea
that prevents evaluating changes in astigmatism after
ring implantation. Other limitations are related to the
mechanical material model used for describing the
mechanical response of the cornea. First, unless used
with care, axisymmetric models could provide a stiffer
mechanical response than three-dimensional models.
Second, to use axisymmetric models and alleviate the
computational costs, we did not use a fiber-reinforced
anisotropic model that accounted for the collagen
network within the cornea. Although this assump-
tion might modify postsurgical mechanical outcomes
in the surroundings of the surgery and might fine-
tune optical outcomes (mostly related to astigmatism),
we do not expect a change in the global trends as we
are comparing pre- and postsurgical situations at the
central cornea in which the stress state is not greatly
modified. Third, the mechanical model for KC was not

validated but just calibrated to reproduce the typical
curvature reported for KC patients. A proper morpho-
logical and mechanical characterization of the cone is
needed to assess these particular patients. Nevertheless,
the range of variation of mechanical stiffness for the
cone ranged from 10% to 50% of the normal corneal
stiffness,9,42 which should encompass the most extreme
cases and ensure that our general conclusions hold.

Conclusions

This study showed that implants do not stiffen
the cornea but rather create a local bulkening effect
that regularizes the corneal shape, with a stronger
effect when they are placed close to the central
cornea and when their size is thicker. Implantation
intrastromal depth does not play an important role
for rings in tunnels when placed within the clinical
range, whereas for implants in intrastromal pocket,
shallower implantation depths could provide a higher
refractive correction. The manufacturing angle of
the cross-section could be the responsible of causing
unexpected postsurgical rotations within the corneal
stroma. Implants in intrastromal pockets yield the
highest refractive correction and it could be the only
surgical technique that might limit KC progression
providing that it is stress-driven. Implants modify
corneal kinematics but without restricting corneal
motion: they only drive how corneal stroma can move
and rotate in the surroundings of the implant, which
in turn results in a corneal flattening and a surface
regularization. In silico models are powerful tools to
better understand corneal biomechanics and could be
used to better plan patient-specific interventions, to
create nomograms that explicitly account for mechan-
ics, or to help to optimize the design of implants
without need of expensive experiments.
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